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text: Ben Clark
photos: Paul O' Boisvert

[Ben Clark, Mountain Village, CO, is the executive producer of “Beyond The Lane”, whose
adventures will be shown in 2011 on the Documentary Travel Channel. Here are some
reflections on his trip to Vermont –ed].
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BEYOND 
the LANE

Goes to Vermont



hen I first heard photographer
Paul O' Boisvert's voice on the
phone, his energy poured into
my right ear and exited out the

other, completely sweeping me away with
his idea. I knew the finances for Beyond
The Lane, our  six-part documentary on
adventuring with Land Rovers, were tight
and that this photographer had too much
talent for my budget. Still, his proposal
for a “Vermont Rte. 100” episode sounded
so terrific. 

Three weeks later, our team from
Colorado had traversed Vermont north-
south with Paul, endured hearty
Northeastern snow conditions with Mike
Hopwood, learned how to unstick a snow
cat courtesy of a class with the 4x4 Center,
skied Okemo Mountain with host Scott
Clarkson and been blessed by the great nature of
Vermonters. We managed to do what we do best at
Beyond The Lane—take our fleet of Land Rovers on the
road to discovery and make new friends. This became easy
with the first call I made to Rovers North.  

I’ve been a retail customer of Rovers North, relying on
my Defender as a production fleet vehicle. The opportunity
of visiting Rovers North while in Vermont gave me the
chance to meet Mark Letorney, whose product knowledge,
persistence and tenacity kept Land Rover parts in a country
in which few enthusiasts own and maintain Defenders,
Series Land Rovers and early Range Rovers and Discoverys.
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Arriving in Vermont, we prepped our vehicles at Rovers
North. I was really amped up as this was the maiden
voyage for my newly acquired 1993 NAS Defender 110.
First, we planned on spending a day in a winter driving
class led by the 4x4 Center’s Mike Hopwood, who had
been a member of the Rovers North Mt. Washington
Winter Climb. Then we wanted to enjoy the sights on
Vermont’s winding Rte. 100 and head to Okemo Mountain
for skiing—sounds fun right? We had Paul O' Boisvert’s
Range Rover Sport, Erik Dalton’s Defender 110, a 2003
Range Rover HSE and a Defender 110 owned by Rovers
North. This was going to be pretty sweet to film.  

Let's back it up and start by saying that the “plan” did
not do justice to the week. The “winter driving lesson”
with Mike Hopwood opened with us “hitting a trail for the
day.” To Mike it meant ramming Land Rovers into the
endless snow to create a trail for the day; finally, against
all odds, we dug a snow cat out of thigh deep snow,
battling snowflakes the size of silver dollar pancakes—there
was no Vermont maple syrup to sweeten the task.  

Shaking off the snow we headed south along Vermont
Rte. 100, which runs north-south along the mountain
ridge of much of the state. Paul O’Boisvert, a Porsche
Carrera speed addict who has a claimed 182 mph drive
under his belt, led the way down the winding two-lane
road in his Range Rover Sport. Did I mention we were in
stock Defenders while trying to keep pace with Paul?
This guy can shoot and drive!

Land Rover driving, off-road and on the road—this was
certainly the most entertaining way to experience winter
that I could imagine. It wasn't until we reached Ludlow,
VT, and visited the Okemo Mountain ski area that I came
across the only sane person we met, Scott Clarkson. Lo and
behold, here was someone who knew how to properly use
a vehicle in snow—by staying on the road and driving it to
a ski area. We enjoyed a great day of skiing with Scott and
then headed to Burlington for our flights back to
Colorado.

What was it like driving in the snow with Mike
Hopwood? What were Mark Letorney’s thoughts on
Defenders? You can follow the Beyond the Lane
adventure on the cable Documentary Channel or at
www.BeyondTheLane.com. Join us in the adventure!
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